Quantitative comparison between dynamic structure factors obtained experimentally and those calculated with Doi-Onuki theory.
This paper reports results of quantitative comparison between dynamic structure factors obtained experimentally and those calculated by using the Doi and Onuki (DO) theory for semidilute polymer solutions. The authors obtained the dynamic structure factors with dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiment while the dynamic structure factors were calculated by using DO theory with osmotic compressibility, viscoelastic relaxation function, and friction coefficient which are obtained independently of DLS experiment. Calculated dynamic structure factors agree with experimental ones well and can express the q-dependent fast modes and the q-insensitive slow mode which experimental ones show. The authors estimated the characteristic parameters, interdiffusion coefficient and cooperative diffusion coefficient, from experimental and calculated results by using the procedure proposed by Einaga and Fujita [Polymer 40, 565 (1999)]. The estimated parameters for the DLS experiment agree with those for the calculation. These agreements in dynamic structure factors and the parameters indicate that DO theory can describe well the relaxation processes of semidilute polymer solutions.